The Hat
Privacy policy [Updated on November 27 2018]
This document devoted to the protection of the privacy of Users ("Privacy Policy") of the Application published by The
Hat, a simplified joint-stock company with a capital of 12,100 euros, registered with the Trade and Companies Register
of Narbonne under number 837 935 782, whose registered office is located at 17 Jeanne d'Arc Boulevard 11590 Cuxac
d'Aude represented by its Chairman, Mr. André Fernandez ("The Hat").
The capital terms have the definition given to them in the Terms of Use.
1. Conditions for the processing of Personal Data of Users
To create an account on the Application, Users must validate the Privacy Policy, to which they agree to be bound. The
Privacy Policy may be modified or updated at any time without notice, except for those which require the consent of the
Users.
The Hat collects and uses the personal data ("Personal Data") that users have spontaneously transmitted to it, which are
necessary for the consultation and use of the Application.
The Hat collects and processes Users' Personal Data in a fair and lawful manner and in compliance with their rights.
The Hat is in charge of the processing of Personal Data.
The purpose of the processing of Users' Personal Data is to allow Users to use the Application linking ArtLovers,
Artists and Venues for free events taking place near ArtLovers, to locate Events, and inform other Users of their
presence at an Event and allow ArtLovers to financially support the Artists.
2. Nature of Personal Data Collected by The Hat
The Personal Data that can be processed are the following: the first and last names of the Users, their email address, the
photograph of the Users, their bank details, the IP address of the Users and the location data of the Users.
Users are required to provide their data and personal information accurately and truthfully and to update such data and
information as soon as necessary to keep it accurate and complete.
3. Protection, retention and deletion of Personal Data
The Hat does not keep:


the bank details of the Users, which are transferred to the Mangopay payment platform;



the location data of Users, which are processed on the day of the Event only to inform other Users of their
presence at an Event. The Hat can keep the location data of the Venues where the Events are held, which have
been filled in by the Artists and / or Venues from the map proposed via the Application. Venues’ location data
does not allow the location of Artists and / or ArtLovers.

Personal Data provided by Users is hosted by The Hat Hosting Providers.
At any time, Users may request that their Account be closed, which will result in the deletion of the associated Personal
Data.
The deletion of the Account will be effective within two (2) months from the request for deletion.
The Hat retains the Users' Personal Data (other than bank details and location data) for the duration of the opening of
their Account and deletes them after a period of five years after the Account is closed.
4. The Hat's Communication
The Hat may send to Users who have accepted it emails to the address associated with their Account to inform them of
the evolution of the Application or its activities or to provide them with technical or administrative information.
Under no circumstances will Users receive emails from third-party companies or The Hat partners without their
permission (with the exception of Mangopay when Users have made one or more Contributions).

5. Transfer of Users' Personal Data
The Hat may transfer Users' Personal Data to its providers, such as Mangopay for Contributions management or its
hosting providers for the technical hosting of the Application.
Additional information about Mangopay's processing of User Personal Data and Users' rights is available in
Mangopay's privacy policies (available at www.mangopay.com).
The Hat undertakes not to communicate, assign or transfer to other third parties (excluding service providers) the
Personal Data without the express consent of the Users but may communicate them if the law so requires or on judicial
request or administrative.
6. User Rights on their Personal Data
In accordance with applicable data protection laws and regulations, The Hat informs Users of their right to access,
modify, oppose and request the deletion of their Personal Data collected and processed, with the understanding that the
deletion of their data will imply the closure of their Account and obtain the communication in a structured and readable
format (except legitimate impediment). They also have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority and
to establish guidelines for their digital will.
Users may exercise their rights by sending an email to the following address: support@thehatapp.com or by writing to
the following address: The Hat 17 Boulevard Jeanne d'Arc 11590 Cuxac d'Aude (France).
7. Traffic
Traffic data is generated when the user terminal is connected to the internet and the application. This data can be used
for statistical purposes in order to analyze the application's use and improve it by adapting it to the users' needs. Traffic
data is never exploited by The Hat.
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